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denied within the Puritan church though this did not of course mean that they had 
equal governing rights; their labour was important to the farm enterprise. As Utica 
grew and its local political and social structures became more complex, women were 
able from the start to occupy some limited positions of authority- in philanthropy, for 
example, women were very influential from the beginning. Again this contrasts sharply 
with England. The local English community of the early nineteenth century already 
had a legal system and an established Church which granted no authority or power to 
women. Women's subordination had been written into common law and into 
customary economic practices for centuries. As a consequence, when middle class 
men began to fight for their own positions of influence, the space for which they 
struggled was initially more circumscribed than in the United States- and meant that 
there were even less possibilities for women. Middle class men were inserting 
themselves into an already male-dominated political system, reforming it and 
changing it along the way but never challenging the gender divisions given within it. 
Their new societies set up in pursuit of their scientific social, political and economic 
interests, followed the pattern in marginalising women from the start. It took a long 
time for women interested in philanthropy in England to make a place for themselves 
in that world: initially they were expected to confine their activities to the private and 
the informal. A Utican evangelical pamphlet of the late 1820s reported a little girl as 
saying to her mother 'Mother there are so many societies' ... I longed for you this 
afternoon when I came home from school, and they told me you had gone to the 
Maternal Society: You go very often. Mother, what is a Maternal Society?' ( p.1 OS) Such 
a query is hard to imagine in the England of the 1820s. 

The most important contribution that Mary Ryan has made for me is that she has 
taken feminist perspectives firmly back into the study of the whole society- her book 
cannot be ghettoised; it is not 'just about women'. Up to now feminist historians have 
had very little success in forcing male historians - even those who are supposedly 
sympathetic- genuinely to re-think their accepted categories. Her book may help in 
our long term struggle. I hope that it will soon be produced as a paperback, but 
meanwhile, do order it for your library. 

Catherine Hall 

Only Half Way To Paradise: Women in Postwar Britain 1945-1968 Elizabeth 
Wilson. Tavistock Pubications, London, 1980, ( 2 30pp) 

Only HalfWay to Paradise is not a conventional history of the position of women in 
postwar Britain, it is far more ambitious than that. Neither is it just a history of women 
but more a history of feminism and an attempt to understand how contemporary 
feminism has emerged out of certain historical convergences, contradictions and 
crises. The scope of the book is vast, covering, for example, the social sciences, social 
policy, literature, law, sexuality and psychoanalysis, but as Elizabeth Wilson makes 
clear her aim is to 'show how they operated together and all contributed to the making 
of a received wisdom about the position of women'. The book is therefore not a 
descriptive account, but a political analysis that serves two purposes. It politicizes the 
biographies of a whole generation of women by removing recent history from the grip 
of nostalgia and spelling out the implications of much of what happened in the fifties 
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and sixties. It also goes some way towards providing a cultural heritage for women 
which may eventually curtail the necessity for new generations of feminists to 
'rediscover' and 'retread' the same ground as their predecessors. 

The very ambitiousness and scope of Only HalfWay to Paradise however also 
poses some serious problems in the book. As Elizabeth Wilson herself has recognized, 
she has had to condense the nuances and complexities of history into teleological 
trends, but at the same time her efforts to introduce as much relevant detail as possible 
can confuse the reader who does not already have a grasp of the issues under 
discussion. For example if the book is meant to be addressed to a 'general' readership, 
it is difficult to see why she includes such things as brief and unexplicated details on 
the theoretical debates current in m/f On the other hand, if the book is intended for a 
different, narrower readership then the brevity of such references with criticisms that 
are not substantiated can be frustrating. This was for me the major problem of the 
book. I found myself intrigued and fascinated but not satisfied by the wealth of material 
and detail in those areas where I had a certain amount of prior knowledge, whilst I was 
confused and balfled in chapters which dealt with issues I knew nothing about. On 
those occasions I felt like the woman on the pillion who Elizabeth Wilson refers to, 
with historic detail flashing past me whilst I had no control over the speed or direction 
of the machine I was precariously attached to. 

In view of this I found the first five chapters of the book the most interesting and I 
would have been content if the welfare state, employment, education, the family and 
reproduction had been discussed at greater length than wa..~ possible in the book. This 
is not because I feel the remaining chapters on sanity and madness, culture and 
humanism, and the novelists are not important, but because I felt that as the book 
progressed broad issues got less and less consideration. The early chapters address 
what might be called 'policy' issues. Their main concern is to elaborate how the state, 
in its various forms, attempted to reproduce a specific space for women. This space 
was normally located within the family although there were contradictions within this 
overall policy, especially when the need for women's labour was at its height. 
Information from a variety of disciplines (e.g. sociology, sexology) and sources (e.g. 
government documents, newspapers) are drawn together to reveal that a consensus 
on the position and role of women was achieved at one level and that a very strong 
ideology concerning the rightness of domesticity for women was recreated after the 
war. She attempts to explain why, after the apparent gains by women during the war 
and with the earlier tradition of a militant feminism, women in the post war period 
succumbed to domesticity. Her answer is complex. On the one hand she explains why 
feminism itself was orientated towards domesticity and childcare in the 1950s and on 
the other she reveals our understanding of the passive, home-loving woman of the 
1950s who repudiated all feminist claims, to be a myth created by official discourses on 
the family, sexuality, education and so on. She argues that women's organizations and 
individual women did not totally accept the space they were being allocated by policy 
makers, lawyers, sociologists and even the Left. 

Indeed much of the first half of this book is to do with eradicating certain myths
myths such as the belief that the dual role created for women in the fifties and sixties 
was a form of liberation or myths that the family had become a democratic unit where 
husband and wife were complementary partners. The existence of such myths is not 
simply of academic interest, but forms a part of her political analysis of why and how 
modern feminism emerged. Although Elizabeth Wilson does not specifically discuss 
this, it might also help to explain why modern feminism is still strongly resisted by 
many women who do experience the world of work as a welcome release from 
domesticity and who can favourably compare their position in the family with the 
position of women in their mothers' generation. 
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Undoubtedly there were myths about family life and silences surrounding the 
battered wife and the neurotic housewife. However, there is a problem in the section 
on the family which entails the use of sociological material to disabuse us of the myths 
created by other sociological accounts. There is a tendency in this section to elevate 
sociology to a potential representation of 'real' family life. Her criticisms of such 
authors as Willmott & Young ( 195 7) for example, suggest that their account of family 
life is an inadequate representation, whilst the work of Stacey ( 1960) or Dennis et al. 
( 1956) is more accurate because they take more account of the power structure 
within the family. But we really have no way of knowing which is a closer 
approximation to 'reality' and it seems to me that it can be misleading to treat 
sociological studies of the family as providing access to the truth about family life. I feel 
it is more likely that they provide us with insights into the discipline itself and its 
identification with prevailing ideologies at any given time. 

Whilst I think the first half of the book 'works' and that it links very directly to the 
final two chapters on feminism, I have reservations about the sections dealing with 
madness, culture and literature. The chapter on sanity and madness is simply too brief 
to be able to substantiate its main points, about which I am not entirely clear, whilst 
the chapters on culture and humanism, and novelists which are potentially very 
important are given no space to develop adequately. Pop culture and pop art, for 
example, get hardly a mention although the title of the book is itself derived from this 
medium and clearly must have some significance for the author. In trying to create the 
atmosphere of the fifties and the sixties it is perhaps a shame that this powerfully 
evocative medium was not explored more. But the main problem of these sections for 
me is that the principle aim of the book gets lost. Apart from discussing Doris Lessing 
and the development of feminist writing, these sections feel like a disjointed rush 
down memory lane. 

The final chapters attempt to account for some of the differences between 
feminism in the immediate postwar period and its more contemporary variant. One 
constant problem for feminists is clearly shown to be the relationship between a 
women's movement and the Left. Although the feminism of the 1950s is quite different 
to the politics of the WLM today, to the extent that we might even be tempted to deny 
that those women were feminists at all, what we still share with them is the struggle to 
make trades unions and other orthodox political organizations recognize the 
significance of the women's struggle. The importance of these chapters is that they 
identifY the roots of modern feminism in the politics and struggles of women in the 
1950s but they also attempt to explain how social, economic, political and intellectual 
developments have influenced the emergence of modern feminism. Less time is taken 
in developing the links between the feminism of the fifties and the silences of 
contemporary feminism. Clearly there are silences today, just as we can now identifY 
silences in the past, but these are not really developed here and I was left wondering 
way the politics of contemporary feminism were not treated a little more critically. 

Because this is such an ambitious book it is easy to be critical of it. The very fact 
that the author has not restricted herself to one discipline and has tackled a period of 
contemporary social history which is still virtually virgin territory means she cannot 
fail to dissatisfY her t:eaders in one way or another. But this is not really the point. The 
aim of the book is to start to compensate for our lack of contemporary feminist history 
which is linked to the politics of today. The importance of this book is that it begins the 
process of politicizing our own histories, it recreates the atmosphere of the fifties and 
sixties in which modern feminism has its roots and it is, quite simply, enjoyable. As did 
her previous book on Women and the Welfare State, Only HalfWay to Paradise 
will undoubtedly act as a catalyst for other feminists to research further into the issues 
and events she discusses. Ultimately this is the main value of the book. 

Carol Smart 
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Emerging from the Chrysalis 
Studies in Rituals of Women's Initiation by Bruce Lincoln 
In this powerfully written book. Bruce Lincoln looks at the strikingly different rites of women's 
initiation in five cultures: the Tiyyar of South India. the Navajo. the Tiv of central Nigeria. the 
Tukuna of Northwest Brazil. and the ancient Greeks. This is the first full treatment of women's 
initiation rites in an language. and it touches upon literary. mythological. anthropological. 
social and political issues. Published July £/2.25 

Women's Work and Family Values, 1920-1940 
Winifred D Wandersee 
By the 1920s the increase in consumerism in the United States. encouraged by high production 
and mass advertising. had redefined the idea of an acceptable standard of living. For some it was 
not possible to achieve this standard on the income of one wage earner. and women's 
employment outside the home became increasingly necessary. For most women. Wandersee 
shows. this trend to outside work was a reflection less of feminist ideology than of women's 
commitment to family values. Published July £/2.95 

Beyond Suffrage 
Women in the New Deal by Susan Ware 
The New Deal administration of Franklin D Roosevelt brought an unprecedented number of 
women to Washington to serve in positions of power and influence. a record not matched until 
the 1960s. Twenty-eight women achieved positions of national leadership in the 1930s. Susan 
Ware tells their story-where they came from. how they got there. what they did and how much 
they achieved. Published July £/2.95 

Notable American Women: The Modern Period 
Barbara Sicherman & Carol Hurd Green (eds) 
the life stories of 422 American women who have in some way affected contemporary life are 
explored in this volume. Nobel prizewinners. Hollywood stars. writers. sculptors. labor and 
civil rights leaders. doctors. business women ... they all died between 1951 and 1975. (Earlier 
volumes cover the period 1607 to 1950) Published November /980£24.50 'Takes a fascinating 
look at modern history through the lives of women,' Newsweek 
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